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Abstrat
We present a ellular automaton simulating the behavior of publi bus
transport in several Mexian ities. The headway statistis obtained from
the model is ompared to the measured time intervals between subsequent
bus arrivals to a given bus stop and to a spaing distribution resulting from
a random matrix theory.
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The publi transport in Mexio is organized dierently to that known in Europe. First, no leading om-
panies are responsible for the ity transport. Thus, there are no timetables for the ity buses and sometimes
even not well dened bus stops. Moreover, the driver is usually the owner of the bus and so his aim is to
maximize the inome. Sine every passenger entering the bus has to pay, the driver tries to ollet the largest
possible number of passengers. When not regulated the time interval under whih two subsequent buses pass
a given point will display a Poissonian distribution. This is a onsequene of the absene of orrelations
between the motion of dierent buses. Suh situation is, however, not welomed by the drivers sine then
the probability density that two buses arrive to a bus stop within short time interval is large. In this ase
the rst bus ollets all waiting passengers and the seond one that arrives bit later will nd the stop pra-
tially empty. This simple reasoning makes lear that existene of ertain orrelations between buses, that
will hange the Poisson proess, will be of favor. Indeed, in Mexio various strategies have been developed
to reate suh orrelations. Here we disuss the situation in three ities: Cuernavaa, Puebla and Mexio City.
In Puebla there is not an additive mehanism that helps to inrease the bus orrelation. Hene the head-
way statistis of the buses in this ity should be lose to Poissonian. In Cuernavaa in turn, the information
about the times, when the buses pass ertain points, are notied and then sold to the bus drivers (there is a
real market with this information). The driver an in suh a way hange the veloity of the bus in dependene
on the position of the bus in front of him and a bus-bus orrelation appears.
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To desribe the orrelations we use a modied version of the elebrated Nagel-Shrekenberg ellular
automaton (see [1℄ and [2℄). Consider N equal ells on the line (for our purpose we dene the length of one
ell as 30 meters) and n partiles (buses) moving along it. Thus, c = n
N
is the bus density and d¯ = c−1 is
the mean distane between two neighboring buses. Furthermore, dene the maximal veloity vmax of the bus
and its probability p to slow down p ∈ [0, 1]. The Nagel-Shrekenberg model desribes the dynamis of the
system with the help of the following update rules. In time t = 0 the positions xi of the partile i = 1 . . . n are
integer numbers randomly hosen from the set 1 . . .N satisfying the ondition xi−1 > xi for every i = 2 . . . n.
Furthermore, in time t = 0 the veloity vi of the i-th partile is set to zero for all i : vi(0) = 0. The buses start
to move with veloity v aording to the update rules that has to be applied simultaneously to all partiles.
• Step one: When veloity of the bus is smaller than a maximal veloity
vmax, it inreases its veloity by one
vi(t+ 1) = min {vi(t) + 1; vmax} (1)
• Step two: Partiles with positive veloities are randomly slowed down
vi(t+ 1) = vi(t+ 1)− 1 (2)
with probability p
• Step three: Partiles update their positions aording to
xi(t+ 1) = min {xi(t) + vi(t+ 1);xi−1(t+ 1)− 1} , (3)
i.e., the partiles move aording to the rule xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1)
with the restrition that they annot oupy the same ell or overtake
eah other. In that ase the partile hops to the ell behind the oupied
one.
To reate a modiation of the model and to adapt it to the situation in Mexio we hange the update
rules on a subset M of possible bus positions where the information is passed to the driver. (The density of
those points will be denoted by a; a = M/N .)
To hange the model we add to the steps (1),(2),(3) an additive step (4) that takes into aount the
proessing of the information :
At the points j ∈ M the information about the time interval ∆t to a preeding bus, whih passed that
point, is available to the driver. Using it the driver an modify the bus veloity - to speed up if ∆t > t¯ or to
slows down for ∆t < t¯. (Reall that t¯ is the mean time interval between subsequent buses.) Hene we hange
the model by adding
• Step four:
vj(t) = vj(t) + 1
if ti(j)− ti−1(j) < t¯
vj(t) = vj(t)− 1 (4)
if ti(j) − ti−1(j) > t¯ where ti(j) denotes the time when a bus i passed
through the point j: xi(ti(j)) = j.
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Using the modied model we fous on the headway statistics, i.e. on the probability distribution of
the time intervals ∆t between two subsequent buses passing a given point and ompare it with the results
obtained in the ities. For the simulation of the transport in Puebla we hoose c = 1/40, vmax = 2, p = 0.5,
and a = 0 taking into aount the fat that there are no heking points. It is not surprising that the headway
statistis is in this ase lose to the Poisson distribution (see Figure 1)
P (t) = e−t, (5)
when t is the spaing re-saled to the mean distane equal 1. Besides the headway statistis, we ompare also
a number variance Σ2(t) that is dened as
Σ2(t) = 〈(n(t)− t)
2
〉, (6)
where n(t) is the number of bus arrivals to a given point during the time period of the length t. Note that
〈n(t)〉 = t due to the fat that 〈t〉 = 1. It an easily be heked that for a Poissonian proess
Σ2(t) = t. (7)
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FIG.1. Time headway of the bus transport in Puebla.
The urve represents the Poisson distribution (5). Plus signs
display the time headway distribution of buses in Puebla and
bars are taken from the CA model with a = 0.
The number variane obtained from the data and from the simulation ts quite well with this predition
(see Figure 3). The data show, however, a small deviations from (7). This is a manifestation of a weak
interation between the buses whih probably originates from the fat that the buses interat through the
number of passengers waiting on the stops. Namely when the distane between the buses is large, more
passengers are waiting in the stop and the delay of bus in the stopping-plae is longer.
To simulate the situation in Cuernavaa and in Mexio City we use parameters c = 1/40, vmax = 2, p =
0.5, a = 1/36, whih represents one bus per 1.2 kilometers and one hek point per one kilometer ap-
proximately. The modied ellular automaton leads in this ase to signiant hanges in the time interval
distribution (see Figure 2). The distribution obtained from the automaton ts well the observed time interval
distribution. Moreover both distributions onform well with the distribution (see Ref. [3℄)
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P (t) =
32
pi2
t2e
4
pi
t2 , (8)
that desribes the spaing distribution of a Gaussian unitary ensemble of random matries (GUE). (It is
known that this funtion desribes also the distane distribution of ertain one-dimensional interating gases
(see Ref. [5℄).
Similar agreement is observed also for the number variane (see Figure 3) where GUE leads to
Σ2(t) =
1
pi2
(ln 2pit+ γ + 1) (9)
with γ ≈ 0.57721566 (see [4℄).
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FIG.2. Time headway of bus transport in Cuernavaa and Mex-
io City.
The urve represents the Wigner formula (8.) Plus signs display
the time headway distribution of buses in Cuernavaa and bars
represent the results of the CA model with a = 1/36. The results
obtained for buses in Mexio City are presented on the inset.
However, as evident on the Figure 3, the interation between the buses in Cuernavaa and in Mexio City
is stronger than that resulting from the ellular model and leads to the stronger orrelations. Whereas in the
automaton model the orrelations exist between the nearest neighbors only, in Cuernavaa and Mexio City
one an reognize that interation exists also between the rst, seond and third neighbor.
We onlude that the modied Nagel-Shrekenberg ellular automaton suessfully desribes mirosopi
properties of the bus transport in some Mexian ities. The veloity of the buses is inuened by the informa-
tion about their mutual positions so that the drivers an optimize their rank in ompeting on the passengers
to be transported. This nally inrease the oordination of the bus motion and hanges the time headway
statistis.
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FIG.3. Number variane of the publi transport in some Mexian
ities.
Curve and line represent the predition of the RMT (9) and (7),
respetively. Plus signs and stars display number variane ob-
tained from the publi bus transport in Cuernavaa and Mexio
City respetively. Cirles are the results of the CA model for
a = 1/36. The number variane obtained from the transport in
Puebla is displayed on the insert (plus signs).The irles show
the result of the CA model obtained for a = 0.
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